Letter to the Editor

No correlation between health care expenditure and mortality in the European Union
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The correlation analysis in time series has received considerable attention [1]. Its use plays an important role in the social sciences, finance and medical sciences. Spearman’s or Pearson correlation coefficients are the most commonly used for estimation [1]. The assumption such as stationarity makes the validity of time series correlation coefficients [2].

The impact of aggregate health care expenditure on health outcomes (mortality) in European Union have been published as a letter to editor in 2016 by Lippi et al. [3]. The authors examined the correlation between aggregate health care expenditure and mortality in European Union from the year 2000 to 2013. Their results showed no correlation between aggregate health care expenditure and mortality described by Lippi et al. [3] raises the question of non-stationarity (i.e. data statistical properties vary over time or random walk) that lead to spurious correlation of the results (See [1,2]). In spurious correlation, the data series appear to be correlated, but the correlations itself are meaningless [2]. For instance, the significance Spearman’s correlation used by Lippi et al. [3]; comes from the time trend of the data that affect the results, thus misleading the interpretation. Getting correlations coefficients without checking the stationarity assumption lead to “nonsense correlation” [2]. The data is stationary if the statistical property of time series (e.g., the mean, variance, autocorrelation and the correlation coefficients) does not change over time [4]. Moreover, the normalized data used by Lippi et al. [3] showed the linear relationship (Spearman’s correlation coefficient of 0.55, p = 0.054), originated from non-linear data from the year 2000 to 2013, still not a useful coefficient since the series are non-stationary (See [2]). The traditional normalization method applied by Lippi et al. [3] showing procapita expenditure ratio and death ratio include the minimum-maximum (where the data vary from 0, 1 to 2). This kind of normalization is not always applicable to time series data if the data are not stationary [5]. Normalization through the Z-score method could be used for the time series data to become stationary (i.e., mean, variance and autocorrelation are constant over time) (See [6]). Likewise, differing (i.e. compute the differences between consecutive observations) of the data could be used to stabilize the variance of time series from the year 2000 to 2013 to achieve stationarity by eliminating trend time. Another look to identify stationarity is to check whether the data is stationary or non-stationary is the use of unit roots tests such as Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test, KPSS tests and Phillips-Perron test [7].

As a take home message for the readers is that the time series correlation between aggregate health care expenditure and mortality interpreted concisely by Lippi et al. [3] is non-stationary misleading the interpretation. Observing the correlations only make the scientists and philosophers to become worried about fallacies [8], and that’s why economist perform further statistical test like Granger Causality Test to check causal links (i.e. [9]), knowing that correlations of variables alone are not enough to conclude the results [8]. Lastly, the failure to correct non-stationarity leads to spurious correlation results and falls of methodological concern.
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